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Welcome! Sew Simple is excited to share with you NORTHERN
LIGHTS Sampler Quilt. This quilt can be used as your Saturday
Sampler program or as a block of the month. This quilt is great for the
advanced quilter and the beginner quilter. Simple and easy this quilt is
and everyone will love the ease of making these blocks.
Directions are given for the 12 pieced blocks. Setting directions are also
included along with a cutting chart that will help you in planning how
much fabric you will need and how best to cut your fabrics for kitting. I
offered this quilt in two background options, but the marbles were the
same in both backgrounds. I offered either a solid black or white background. I used Moda solids for my backgrounds and Moda marbles for
the colors. I also think that Moda solids would also work well for your
colors and they don’t cost as much. I often offer more than one color
way and by doing this I have several that want to do both colors, this way
they have to purchase one color way every month.
Sew Simple offers a wide variety of other Saturday Sampler and Block of
the Month quilts.
Should you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to
call us for help or any input that you might have.
Blessings,
Amber

Setting Information
You have a couple of options on how to sale your setting fabrics:

Option 1

The traditional setting is Option 1. In this setting I had them sign up and
pay a deposit and they will get all the fabrics at once for the smaller quilt.

Option 2

The larger quilt that requires 6 1/2” setting blocks is Option 2. In this
option you have 9 different setting blocks and the final setting (10
different kits to give them). I would have them sign up for this option
and begin in the 3rd month. You will have time the first two months to
explain and get customers signed up.
Look at the Block and Setting Information toward the back to determine
how you are going to price your monthly kits and the final setting.

You will find all the fabric requirement in the back of
the directions for each option.

BLOCK 1
BLOCK 1
FLYING FOUR PATCH FLYING FOUR PATCH
unfinished 15 1/2” Block

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
STRUCTIONS:

Background fabric:
Marble fabric:
Background fabric:
One - 2” x 18” strip
One - 2” x One
18” strip
- 2” x 18” strip
x 18” strip
Three - 4” squares
Three - 4” Three
squares
- 4” squares
” squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Eight - 3 1/2”
Foursquares
- 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
1/2” squares
Four
- 3 1/2” squares
Four - 3 1/2” squares
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
NSTRUCTIONS:

Sew fabric
the 2 xto18the
strip
of background
fabric to the marble fabric.
strip of background
marble
fabric.
strip into
strips. to
Cutmake
six 2”
strips, sew
o 2” strips. CutSub-cut
six 2” strips,
sew2”
together
4 patches
as together to make 4 patches as
shown
below.
Make
three
4
patch
units.
Make three 4 patch units.

Place
a background
4” square
a marble
square on top of each other with
und 4” square and
a marble
4” square
on top and
of each
other4”
with
sides
together.across
Thensquare.
draw a Stitch
line diagonally
across square. Stitch 1/4 inch on
her. Then drawright
a line
diagonally
1/4 inch on
each
side
of
line,
then
cut
on
solid
line.
Once
opened
e, then cut on solid line. Once opened you will have two half square you will have two half square
triangles,
a 3 will
1/2”have
square.
Make
sets,square
you will have a total of 6 half square
o a 3 1/2” square.
Make 3trim
sets,toyou
a total
of 63 half
triangles.

as 9shown
and sew,
wn and sew, theArrange
block size
1/2” square
. the block size 9 1/2” square .
Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally
1/2” squares diagonally

Next
place
a 3of1/2”
square
on the
of the as
four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
1/2” square on the
both
ends
the four
3 1/2”
x 9both
1/2”ends
rectangle,
shown
Sew
then
cut off the excess and press open.
ew on the marked
linebelow.
and then
cutonoffthe
themarked
excessline
andand
press
open.
Make
4
units.
On
two
of
the
units
sew
a
3
1/2”
On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”
square to each end. Then sew these
are to each end.background
Then sew these
around
the
9
1/2” block
2” block
above.
hould measure 15
1/2”Block should measure 15 1/2”
unfinished.

This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or
is pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and reproduced
can not be copied
withoutorthe written consent of Sewmple Quilt Shoppe.
reproduced without the written consent of Sewmple Quilt Shoppe.

BLOCK 2
TICK-TACK-TOE

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

BLOCK 2
TICK-TACK-TOE

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

NSTRUCTIONS:
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
:
Background fabric:
4” squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 2” rectangles
Marble fabric:
Background fabric:
3 1/2” x 2” rectanglesTwo - 4” squares
Two - 4” squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 2” rectangles
3 1/2” squares
Five
3
1/2”
squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 2” rectangles
Two - 4” squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Five - 3 1/2” squares
Eight - 3 1/2” squares
Y INSTRUCTIONS:
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
round 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each
ht sides together.
Then
draw a line4”diagonally
across
square.
Place
a background
background
square
and aStitch
marble 4” square on top of each
ach side of line,other
thenwith
cut on
solid
line.
Once
opened
you
will
have
two
right sides together. Then draw a line diagonally
across square. Stitch
iangles, trim to1/4
a 3inch
1/2”on
square.
Make
2
sets,
you
will
have
a
total
of
4
each side of line, then cut on solid line. Once opened you will have two
iangles.
half square triangles, trim to a 3 1/2” square. Make 2 sets, you will have a total of 4
half square triangles.

2” x 2” background rectangle to one 3 1/2” x 2” marble
his will make aSew
3 1/2”
Make 4 units.
onesquare
3 1/2”unit.
x 2” background
rectangle to one 3 1/2” x 2” marble
rectangle. This will make a 3 1/2” square unit. Make 4 units.
wn and sew together.
rement 9 1/2” square.
Place as shown and sew together.
Block measurement 9 1/2” square.

3 1/2” squares diagonally
Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally
3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
Sew on the marked
line and
then square
cut off on
thethe
excess
open.
Next place
a 3 1/2”
bothand
endspress
of the
four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
On two of theshown
units below.
sew a 3Sew
1/2”on
background
to each
the markedsquare
line and
then end.
cut off the excess and press open.
se around the 9Make
1/2” 4block
units.above.
On two of the units sew a 3 1/2” background square to each end.
measure 15 1/2”
unfinished.
Then sew these around the 9 1/2” block above.
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

his pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

BLOCK 3
SPINNING WHEEL
unfinished 15 1/2” Block

BLOCK 3
SPINNING WHEEL
unfinished 15 1/2” Block

STRUCTIONS:
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:

Marble fabric: Background fabric:
squares
Four - 3 1/2” squares Background fabric:
Two - 5” squares
1/2” squares
Four - 3 1/2” squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Eight - 3 1/2” squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Two - 5” squares
Two - 5” squares
One - 1” x 45” strip
One - 1” x 45” strip
NSTRUCTIONS:
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
und 5” background square and a marble 5” square on top of each
Place
a background
background
square
and aStitch
marble 5” square on top of each
sides together.
Then
draw a line5”
diagonally
across
square.
right
sides
Then draw
a line
diagonally across square. Stitch
h side of line,other
then with
cut on
solid
line.together.
Once opened
you will
have
1/4
inch
on
each
side
of
line,
then
cut
on
solid
line.
Once opened you will have
triangles, trim to 4 1/2” squares. Make 2 sets, you will have a total
triangles. two half square triangles, trim to 4 1/2” squares. Make 2 sets, you will have a total
of 4 half square triangles.

shown, block will measure 8 1/2” square at this point. Cut two
Sewfrom
together
as shown,
block Sew
will around
measurepinwheel.
8 1/2” square at this point. Cut two
two 1” x 9 1/2”
background
fabric.
1”
X
8
1/2”
and
two
1”
x
9
1/2”
from
background
fabric. Sew around pinwheel.
own to a 9 1/2” square.
Square block down to a 9 1/2” square.

1/2” squares diagonally
Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally
/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
Next place
a 3 then
1/2” cut
square
on the
bothand
ends
of the
four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
ew on the marked
line and
off the
excess
press
open.
below.
On two of theshown
units sew
a 3 Sew
1/2” on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.
Make
4
units.
are to each end. Then sew On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”
square to each end. Then sew
e 9 1/2” blockbackground
above. Block
these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block
15 1/2” unfinished.
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

BLOCK 4
SHOE FLY BLOCK

TRUCTIONS:

quares
2” square

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

BLOCK 4
SHOE FLY BLOCK
unfinished 15 1/2” Block

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Background fabric:
Marble fabric:
Background fabric:
- 3 1/2” squares
Two - 4”Eight
squares
3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles Eight - 3 1/2” squares
Nine - 3Four
1/2” -square
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Two - 4” squares
Two - 4” squares

STRUCTIONS:
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
nd 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each other
Place
a background
background
a marble 4” square on top of each other
ogether. Then draw
a line
diagonally4”
across
square. square
Stitch and
1/4 inch
withline.
right Once
sides opened
together.you
Then
linehalf
diagonally across square. Stitch 1/4 inch
ne, then cut on solid
willdraw
haveatwo
on eachMake
side 2ofsets,
line,you
thenwill
cuthave
on solid
line.
trim to 3 1/2” squares.
a total
of 4Once
half opened you will have two half
square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares. Make 2 sets, you will have a total of 4 half
square triangles.

hown, block should measure 9 1/2” square at
Sew together as shown, block should measure 9 1/2” square at
this time.

1/2” squares diagonally
Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally
2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
place
a 3cut
1/2”
on theand
both
endsopen.
of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
w on the markedNext
line and
then
offsquare
the excess
press
n two of the unitsshown
sew a below.
3 1/2” Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.
Make
4
re to each end. Then sewunits. On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”
background
9 1/2” block above.
Block square to each end. Then sew
these
around the 9 1/2” block above. Block
15 1/2” unfinished.
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

tern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

BLOCK 5
BLOCK 5
FRIENDSHIP STAR FRIENDSHIP STAR
unfinished 15 1/2” Block

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

NSTRUCTIONS:
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:

:
Background fabric:
Marble fabric:
Background fabric:
4” squares
Eight
3
1/2”
squares
Two - 4” squares
Eight - 3 1/2” squares
3 1/2” square
Four
3
1/2”
x
9
1/2”
rectangles
Nine - 3 1/2” square
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Two - 4” squares
Two - 4” squares

INSTRUCTIONS:
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
round 4” background
square and a4”marble
4” square
on top
each 4” square on top of each
Place a background
background
square
andof
a marble
ht sides together.
line together.
diagonallyThen
across
square.
otherThen
withdraw
right asides
draw
a line diagonally across square.
h on each sideStitch
of line,
then
cut
on
solid
line.
Once
opened
you
willline. Once opened you will
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on
solid
square triangles,
3 1/2”
squares.
Make
2 sets,
you will
havetrim
twotohalf
square
triangles,
trim
to 3 1/2”
squares. Make 2 sets, you will
f 4 half squarehave
triangles.
a total of 4 half square triangles.

as shown, block
measure
9 1/2”
square.
Sewshould
together
as shown,
block
should measure 9 1/2” square.

3 1/2” squares
diagonally
Mark
8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally

1/2” square on
theplace
both aends
of the
fouron
3 1/2”
x 9 1/2”
Next
3 1/2”
square
the both
ends rectangle,
of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle,
w. Sew on theasmarked
line
and
then
cut
off
the
excess
and
shown below. Sew on the marked line and press
then cut off the excess and press
units. On two
of
the
units
sew
a
3
1/2”
open. Make 4 units. On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”
quare to each background
end. Then sew
these
square
to each end. Then sew these
1/2” block above.
Block
around
the 9 1/2” block above. Block
re 15 1/2” unfinished.
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

s pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
the property
without the written consent ofThis
Sew pattern
SimpleisQuilt
Shoppe. of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

BLOCK 6
BLOCK 6
SPINNING PINWHEEL
unfinished 15 1/2” Block SPINNING PINWHEEL
unfinished 15 1/2” Block

RUCTIONS:
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Background fabric:
Marble fabric:
uares
Background fabric:
Four - 4” squares
Four - 4” squares
” squares
Four - 4” squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Two - 2 1/2” squares
2” squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Two - 2 1/2” squares
Eight - 3 1/2” squares
Two - 2 1/2” squares

TRUCTIONS:
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
d 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each otha background
4” background
a marble
together. Place
Then draw
a line diagonally
across square
square.and
Stitch
1/4 4” square on top of each other cut
withonright
Then you
drawwill
a line
diagonally
of line, then
solidsides
line.together.
Once opened
have
two half across square. Stitch 1/4
each side
of4line,
solida total
line. of
Once
opened you will have two half
rim to a 3 inch
1/2” on
square.
Make
sets,then
youcut
willonhave
8 half
square triangles , trim to a 3 1/2” square. Make 4 sets, you will have a total of 8 half
square triangles.

ique for the 2 1/2” squares. Make 2 sets,
Do the same
for the 2 1/2” squares. Make 2 sets,
lf square triangles.
Trimtechnique
to 2” squares.
you will have 4 half square triangles. Trim to 2” squares.
uare triangles together to make center block. Once sewn
Sew the3 2”
halfIfsquare
triangles
to make
should measure
1/2”.
your block
is totogether
large trim
down center block. Once sewn
together this block should measure 3 1/2”. If your block is to large trim down
at this point.
hown, block will measure 9 1/2” at this point.
Sew together as shown, block will measure 9 1/2” at this point.

/2” squares diagonally
Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally
2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
Next place
a 3 then
1/2” cut
square
on the
bothand
ends
of the
four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
w on the marked
line and
off the
excess
press
open.
below.
n two of theshown
units sew
a 3 Sew
1/2” on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.
MakeThen
4 units.
e to each end.
sew On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”
square to each end. Then sew
9 1/2” blockbackground
above. Block
these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block
15 1/2” unfinished.
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

BLOCK 7
STOP BLOCK

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

BLOCK 7
STOP BLOCK

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

TRUCTIONS:
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Background fabric:
Two - 4” squares
1/2” squares
Background fabric:
Marble fabric:
Four
3
1/2”
x
9
1/2”
rectangles
quares
Two - 4” squares
Twelve - 3 1/2” squares
Five
3
1/2”
squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Two - 4” squares
STRUCTIONS:
Five - 3 1/2” squares
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
nd 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each
des together.
Then
draw a line4”
diagonally
across
square.
Place
a background
background
square
and aStitch
marble 4” square on top of each
ide of line,other
then with
cut on
solid
line.
Once
opened
you
will
have
two
right sides together. Then draw a line diagonally
across square. Stitch
les, trim to1/4
3 12”
squares.
Make
2
sets,
you
will
have
a
total
of
4
inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line. Once opened you will have two
les.
half square triangles, trim to 3 12” squares. Make 2 sets, you will have a total of 4
half square triangles.

w to sew blocks together, block will measure 9 1/2”.
Use diagram below to sew blocks together, block will measure 9 1/2”.

2” squares diagonally
Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally
2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
w on the marked
line and
off the
excess
press
open.
Next place
a 3 then
1/2” cut
square
on the
bothand
ends
of the
four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
two of theshown
units sew
a
3
1/2”
below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.
e to each end.
Then
Make 4 units. On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”
the 9 1/2” background
block above.square to each end. Then
sure 15 1/2”
unfinished.
sew
these around the 9 1/2” block above.
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

attern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

BLOCK 8
FLOCKS OF GEESE

BLOCK 8
FLOCKS OF GEESE
unfinished 15 1/2” Block

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
RUCTIONS:
Marble fabric:
Background fabric:
Nine - 3 1/2” squares
Two - 4” squares
Background
fabric:
Two
4”
squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
” squares
Two
- 4”
squares
Eight
3
1/2”
x
2”
rectangles
Four - 3 1/2” squares
uares
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Sixteen - 2” squares
2” x 2” rectangles
Four - 3 1/2” squares
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
- 2” squares
Place a backgroundSixteen
4” background
square and a marble 4” square on top of each
TRUCTIONS:
other
with
right
sides
together.
Then
a line
diagonally across square. Stitch
d 4” background square and a marble 4” squaredraw
on top
of each
1/4 inch
eacha line
side diagonally
of line, thenacross
cut onsquare.
solid line.
Once opened you will have
des together.
Thenon
draw
Stitch
half
triangles,
trim opened
to 3 1/2”you
squares.
Make 2 sets, you will have a tode of line,two
then
cutsquare
on solid
line. Once
will have
tal to
of 34 1/2”
half square
angles, trim
squares.triangles.
Make 2 sets, you will have a totriangles.

Take the sixteen 2” squares from the background fabric and draw a
diagonal. Now
2”asquare of background on the corner of the
” squares line
fromonthethebackground
fabricplace
and the
draw
marble
1/2”
x 2”ofrectangle
and on
sewthe
oncorner
the drawn
al. Now place
the32”
square
background
of theline. Then cut on 1/4” on the
outside
of the
sewn
line.line.
Flip and
another 2” square on the other
rectangle
and sew
on the
drawn
Thenpress.
cut onNext
1/4”add
on the
side,
andNext
press.
8 flying
geeseon
units.
n line. Flip
andtrim
press.
addMake
another
2” square
the other
s. Make 8 flying geese units.

Assemble as shown, block will measure 9 1/2”.
n, block will measure 9 1/2”.

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally
2” squares diagonally
Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle,
as the
shown
Sew
the3marked
then cut off the excess and press
” square on
bothbelow.
ends of
theon
four
1/2” x 9line
1/2”and
rectangle,
Make
units.
unitsand
sewpress
a
ew on theopen.
marked
line 4and
thenOn
cuttwo
off of
thethe
excess
3 1/2”
s. On two
of thebackground
units sew asquare to each end. Then sew
the 9sew
1/2” block above. Block
square tothese
eacharound
end. Then
should
measure
1/2” block
above.
Block 15 1/2”
unfinished.
1/2”

This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
ern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

BLOCK 9
AROUND THE BLOCK
unfinished 15 1/2” Block

RUCTIONS:

BLOCK 9
AROUND THE BLOCK
unfinished 15 1/2” Block

CUTTINGBackground
INSTRUCTIONS:
fabric:
Four - 4” squares
2” squares
Marble fabric: Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Background fabric:
quares
Four - 4” squares
Nine - 3 1/2”
squares
Four
- 3 1/2” squares
Four - 4” squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Four - 3 1/2” squares
STRUCTIONS:
nd 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each
des together.ASSEMBLY
Then draw aINSTRUCTIONS:
line diagonally across square. Stitch
Place
a
background
4” background
andhave
a marble
ide of line, then cut on solid line.
Once openedsquare
you will
two 4” square on top of each
right sides
Then
across square. Stitch
les, trim to other
3 1/2”with
squares.
Maketogether.
4 sets, you
willdraw
havea aline
totaldiagonally
of 8
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line. Once opened you will have two
les.
half square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares. Make 4 sets, you will have a total of 8
half square triangles.

wn below.
re 9 1/2”.

Assemble as shown below.
Block will measure 9 1/2”.

2” squares diagonally

8 of ends
the 3of1/2”
diagonally
” square onMark
the both
thesquares
four 3 1/2”
x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.
1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
two of the Next
units place
sew aa331/2”
shown
below.
Sew
on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.
e to each end. Then sew
4 units. On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”
1/2” blockMake
above.
background
sure 15 1/2”
unfinishedsquare to each end. Then sew
these around the 9 1/2” block above.
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished
.

s pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

BLOCK 10
BOXED IN

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

RUCTIONS:

BLOCK 10
BOXED IN

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Background fabric:
2” squares
Marble fabric: Two - 4” squares
uares
Background fabric:
squares
Four
- 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
6 1/2” rectangles Eight - 3 1/2”
Two - 4” squares
Four - 3 1/2” squares
9 1/2” rectangles Two - 4” squares
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Two - 2” x 6 1/2” rectangles
Four
- 3 1/2” squares
STRUCTIONS: Two - 2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
nd 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each
des together.ASSEMBLY
Then draw aINSTRUCTIONS:
line diagonally across square. Stitch
Place
a
background
4” background
andhave
a marble
ide of line, then cut on solid line.
Once openedsquare
you will
two 4” square on top of each
right sides
Then
across square. Stitch
les, trim to other
3 1/2”with
squares.
Maketogether.
2 sets, you
willdraw
haveaaline
totaldiagonally
of 4
1/4
inch
on
each
side
of
line,
then
cut
on
solid
line.
Once
opened
you will have two
les.
half square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares. Make 2 sets, you will have a total of 4
half square triangles.

wn below.
9 1/2” square.
Assemble as shown below.
Square block to a 9 1/2” square.

2” squares diagonally

8 of ends
the 3of1/2”
diagonally
” square onMark
the both
thesquares
four 3 1/2”
x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.
1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
two of the Next
units place
sew aa331/2”
shown
below.
e to each end.
Then
sew Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.
4 units.
1/2” blockMake
above.
Block On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”
background
square to each end. Then sew
1/2” unfinished.
these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

is pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

BLOCK 11
HOUR GLASS

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

RUCTIONS:

BLOCK 11
HOUR GLASS

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Background fabric:
” squares,
Two - 4 1/4” squares,
agonally Marble fabric:
cut twice diagonally Background fabric:
Two - 4 1/4” squares,
2” square
Two - 4 1/4” squares,
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
cut twice diagonally
cut twice diagonally
Eight - 3 1/2” squares
Nine
3
1/2”
square
STRUCTIONS:
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
iangles you cut from the 4 1/4” square from each color and sew
Eight - 3 1/2” squares
units. Next ASSEMBLY
sew two unitsINSTRUCTIONS:
together to make a 3 1/2” square.
Take one of the triangles you cut from the 4 1/4” square from each color and sew
together. Make 8 units. Next sew two units together to make a 3 1/2” square.

w. Block should measure 9 1/2”.
Assemble as show. Block should measure 9 1/2”.

2” squares diagonally

8 ofends
the 3of1/2”
diagonally
” square onMark
the both
thesquares
four 3 1/2”
x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.
1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
two of the Next
units place
sew aa331/2”
shown
below.
to each end.
Then
sew Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.
4 units. On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”
1/2” blockMake
above.
background
ure 15 1/2” unfinished.square to each end. Then sew
these around the 9 1/2” block above.
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

attern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

BLOCK 12
STAR BURST

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

BLOCK 12
STAR BURST

unfinished 15 1/2” Block

RUCTIONS:
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:

Marble fabric: Background fabric:
Background fabric:
2” x 2 1/2” rectangles
Eight - 3 1/2” xFour
2 1/2”
- 3rectangles
1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles
2” square
Nine - 3 1/2” square
Twelve - 3 1/2” squares
Twelve - 3 1/2” squares

STRUCTIONS:
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
the 3 1/2” xMark
2 1/2”
from
the marble
You from
will the marble fabric. You will
therectangles
back of the
3 1/2”
x 2 1/2”fabric.
rectangles
le and the other
4
at
another
angle.
mark 4 at one angle and the other 4 at another angle.
mark 4 mark 4

mark 4

center edge
of four
3 1/2”
squares.
your first
Next
markbackground
the top center
edge
of four Place
background
3 1/2” squares. Place your first
on top of your
marked
background
3
1/2”
square,
with
right
sides
marked rectangle on top of your marked background 3 1/2” square, with right sides
the drawn line,
press Sew
backon
and
off excess.
Use back
the other
rec-off excess. Use the other rectogether.
thecut
drawn
line, press
and cut
same thing tangle
on the and
other
the thing
square.
Mark
4 units.
doside
the of
same
on the
other
side of the square. Mark 4 units.

w. Block should
measure
9 1/2”.Block should measure 9 1/2”.
Assemble
as show.

2” squares Mark
diagonally
8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally

” square onNext
the both
of thesquare
four 3on1/2”
9 1/2”
rectangle,
as 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as
placeends
a 3 1/2”
thexboth
ends
of the four
w on the marked
line
and
then
cut
off
the
excess
and
press
open.
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.
two of the Make
units sew
a 3 1/2”
4 units.
On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”
e to each end.
Then
sew
background square to each end. Then sew
1/2” blockthese
above.
around the 9 1/2” block above.
sure 15 1/2”
unfinished.
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

s pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe
and can
copiedoforSew
reproduced
This pattern
is not
the be
property
Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

TRADITIONAL FINISHING INSTRUCTIONS
They will need 3 yds of background fabric
For the charms and binding they will need 1/4 yd from 12 marbles

FINISHING
INSTRUCTIONS
FINISHING
INSTRUCTIONS
FINISHING INSTRUCTIONS

PAGE30
30
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CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Background fabric:
Cut 4 - 3 1/2” strips WOF and sub cut into eight 3 1/2” x 15 1/2” rectangles
Cut 11 - 3 1/2” strips WOF
Cut 8 - 6 1/2” strips for outer border
ASSEMBLY
Take the 3 1/2” x 15 1/2” rectangles and sew between the blocks as shown to make
rows. Make four rows with three blocks in each row.

Next take one of the 3 1/2” strips and sub cut into 3 1/2” x 10” strips. Sew one of
these strips onto one 3 1/2” x 45” strips of background fabric. Trim to a 3 1/2” x 51
1/2” strip. Sew this strip between your rows as shown below.

Sew remaining 3 1/2” x 45” strips together to make your outside border. Sew side
PAGE
31
PAGE
31 sew top and bottom borders on.
borders
on first then
PAGE 31

Cut six 5” charms from each of your marbles.
Take the 5” charms and press in half on the
dotted line and then again on the dotted line
shown. This makes your prairie points
Next take your prairie points and place them around the outside of quilt pointing to
the center and over lapping a small amount. I used 13 prairie points on the top and
bottom and 18 prairie points on each side. Pin in place and machine baste. Then
place your outside 6 1/2” border on each side sew in place, then add your top and
bottom border. Press your border and prairie points toward the outside border.
From remainder of marbles cut 2 1/2” strips
for binding.
inside piecedinside pieced
blocks of quilt
blocks of quilt

inside piecedinside pieced
blocks of quilt
blocks of quilt

inside
inside
pieced
pieced
blocksinside
of blocks
of
inside
pieced pieced
blocks of blocks of
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6 1/2” SETTING BLOCK INFORMATION

6 1/2” SETTING BLOCK INFORMATION
(these are only for those doing the larger quilt)

are 9 different setting blocks that will be needed to make the larger version
6 1/2”
BLOCK
thern Lights. On seven of the
blocksSETTING
they will make
two 6 INFORMATION
1/2” blocks and
(these
are
only
for
those
doing
largerofquilt)
the blocks they will make three 6 1/2” blocks. They will needthe
a total
20
for the larger setting. Also included in these block kits are 10 - 5” squares
are for
9 different
setting
blocks
that3”
will
be of
needed
to make
bles that willThere
be used
the prairie
points
and one
strip
a marble
to the larger version
of Northern
d for the scrappy
binding.Lights. On seven of the blocks they will make two 6 1/2” blocks and
two of the blocks they will make three 6 1/2” blocks. They will need a total of 20
blocks
larger
setting.
Alsoadd
included
in these
kitsall
are 10 - 5” squares
ill be charging
for for
thisthe
block
kit.
I would
up your
retailblock
cost for
of
marbles
that
will
be
used
for
the
prairie
points
and
one
3”
strip
cks kits (some will do 2 blocks and some will do 3 blocks) and divide that of a marble to
bethe
used
for for
the all
scrappy
ts and charge
same
9 kits.binding.
I would also mark the kits up more
tail as you have cutting cost on them. On some of the background pieces
Youthe
willwhole
be charging
thisyou
block
I wouldfor
addthis
upblock
your retail cost for all
ally don’t need
strip, butfor
since
willkit.
be charging
theto
blocks
makes it easier
cut. kits (some will do 2 blocks and some will do 3 blocks) and divide that
by 9 kits and charge the same for all 9 kits. I would also mark the kits up more
thanmake
retail2 as you have cutting cost on them. On some of the background pieces
eel - they will
ground - 5” they
x 22”really don’t need the whole strip, but since you will be charging for this block
it just makes it easier to cut.
ble 1 - 6” strip
ble 2 - 8 1/2” strip
Pinwheel
- they
will
2 and 10 charms
his will be for
the blocks,
strip
formake
binding
Background - 5” x 22”
Marble
1 - 6” 3strip
dship Star - they
will make
Marble
2
- 8 1/2” strip
ground - 7” strip
this will be for the blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms
ble 1 - 6” strip
ble 2 - 6” strip
Friendship Star - they will make 3
ble 3 - 6” strip
7” strip
his will be forBackground
blocks, strip- for
binding and 10 charms
Marble 1 - 6” strip
Marble
2 - 6”3strip
Fly Block - they
will make
Marble
3
- 6” strip
ground - 7” strip
this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms
ble 1 - 6” strip
ble 2 - 6” strip
Shoe Fly Block - they will make 3
ble 3 - 6” strip
7”binding
strip and 10 charms
his will be for Background
blocks, strip -for
Marble 1 - 6” strip
In - they willMarble
make 22 - 6” strip
Marble
3 - 6” strip
ground - 5” strip
this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms
ble 1 - 6” strip
ble 2 - 8 1/2” strip
Boxed
In strip
- theyfor
will
make and
2 10 charms
his will be for
blocks,
binding
Background - 5” strip
Marble 1 - 6” strip
Marble 2 - 8 1/2” strip
this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms

6 1/2” SETTING BLOCK INFORMATION
(these are only for those doing the larger quilt)

e are 9 different setting blocks that will be needed to make the larger version
orthern Lights. On seven of the blocks they will make two 6 1/2” blocks and
f the blocks they will make three 6 1/2” blocks. They will need a total of 20
s for the larger setting. Also included in these block kits are 10 - 5” squares
Patch
theyprairie
will make
rbles that willNine
be used
for- the
points2 and one 3” strip of a marble to
Background
4”
strip
ed for the scrappy binding.
Marble 1 - 6” strip
Marble
2 -block
8 1/2”kit.
stripI would add up your retail cost for all
will be charging
for this
This
be forand
blocks,
charms
ocks kits (some will
do will
2 blocks
somestrip
will for
do 3binding
blocks)and
and10divide
that

kits and charge the same for all 9 kits. I would also mark the kits up more
Bowcutting
Tie - they
make 2On some of the background pieces
retail as you have
costwill
on them.
Background
- 5” strip
really don’t need
the whole strip,
but since you will be charging for this block
Marble
1
6”
strip
makes it easier to cut.
Marble 2 - 8 1/2” strip
This2will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms
heel - they will make

ckground - 5” x 22”
Tick-tack-tow- they will make 2
rble 1 - 6” strip
- 5” strip
rble 2 - 8 1/2” Background
strip
1 - 6”strip
stripfor binding and 10 charms
this will be forMarble
the blocks,
Marble 2 - 8 1/2” strip
Thismake
will be
ndship Star - they will
3 for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms

ckground - 7” strip
Stop Block- they will make 2
rble 1 - 6” strip
Background - 5” strip
rble 2 - 6” strip
rble 3 - 6” stripMarble 1 - 6” strip
- 8 1/2”
strip and 10 charms
this will be forMarble
blocks,2strip
for binding
This will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms

Fly Block - they will make 3
ckground - 7”Geese
strip Block - they will make 2
rble 1 - 6” stripBackground - 5” strip
rble 2 - 6” stripMarble 1 - 6” strip
rble 3 - 6” stripMarble 2 - 8 1/2” strip
This will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms
this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms

d In - they will make 2
ckground - 5” strip
rble 1 - 6” strip
rble 2 - 8 1/2” strip
this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms

Setting block
Pinwheel

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

NSTRUCTIONS:

Setting block
Pinwheel

abric:
4” squares

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:

” squares from each color
Background fabric:
Four - 4” squares

INSTRUCTIONS:
Marble fabric:
twosquare
- 4” squares
from each
color on top of each
round 4” background
and a marble
4” square
ht sides together. Then draw a line diagonally across square. Stitch
ch side of line, then cut on solid line. Once opened you will have
ASSEMBLY
e triangles, trim
squares to INSTRUCTIONS:
3 1/2”. Make 4 sets, you will have a total
re triangles.
Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each
other with right sides together. Then draw a line diagonally across square. Stitch
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line. Once opened you will have
two half square triangles, trim squares to 3 1/2”. Make 4 sets, you will have a total
of 8 half square triangles.
hown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished.
eel blocks, one of each color.

Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished.
Make 2 pinwheel blocks, one of each color.
er of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares.
” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a
n fold again and press, save for use in the border.

er fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding.
From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares.
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a
triangle. Then fold again and press, save for use in the border.
From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding.

his pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

Setting block
Friendship Star

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

TRUCTIONS:

Setting block
Friendship Star

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
ric:
2 1/2” squares
Background fabric:
quares
Twelve - 2 1/2” squares
Six - 3” squares
2” square, from each of your three colors.
Marble
fabric:
squares, from each
of your
three colors.
One - 2 1/2” square, from each of your three colors.
Two - 3” squares, from each of your three colors.
NSTRUCTIONS:

und 3” background
square andINSTRUCTIONS:
a marble 3” square on top of each
ASSEMBLY
sides together. Then draw a line diagonally across square. Stitch
Place
background
background
square
side of line, then
cut aon
solid line. 3”
Once
opened you
willand
havea marble 3” square on top of each
with
right sides
together.
Thenwill
draw
a line
diagonally across square. Stitch
riangles, trim toother
2 1/2”
squares.
Make
6 sets, you
have
a total
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line. Once opened you will have
e triangles.
two half square triangles, trim to 2 1/2” squares. Make 6 sets, you will have a total
of 12 half square triangles.

wn, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished.
one of each of the three colors.
Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished.
Make 3 blocks, one of each of the three colors.

of 2 marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares.
charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a
Fromsave
remainder
marbles
old again and press,
for useofin2the
border.cut ten - 5” charm squares.
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a
triangle.
Thenstrip
fold to
again
and press,
for use in the border.
of 3rd marble cut
one 2 1/2”
be used
later insave
binding.
From remainder of 3rd marble cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding.

pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

Setting block
Shoe Fly Block

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

TRUCTIONS:

Setting block
Shoe Fly Block

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

ic:
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
2 1/2” squares
quares
Background fabric:
Twelve - 2 1/2” squares
Six - 2” squares
2” square, from each of your 3 colors
quares, fromMarble
each offabric:
your 3 colors
One - 2 1/2” square, from each of your 3 colors
NSTRUCTIONS: Two - 3” squares, from each of your 3 colors

und 3” background
square and
a marble 3” square on top of each
ASSEMBLY
INSTRUCTIONS:
sides together. Then draw a line diagonally across square. Stitch
side of line, Place
then cut
on solid line.
openedsquare
you will
a background
3” Once
background
andhave
a marble 3” square on top of each
riangles, trimother
to a with
2 1/2”right
square.
6 sets,
youdraw
willahave
tosides Make
together.
Then
line adiagonally
across square. Stitch
are triangles.1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line. Once opened you will have
two half square triangles, trim to a 2 1/2” square. Make 6 sets, you will have a total of 12 half square triangles.

wn, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished.
one of each colors.
Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished.
Make 3 blocks, one of each colors.

of 2 marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares.
harm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a
old again andFrom
press,remainder
save for use
the border.
of 2inmarbles
cut ten - 5” charm squares.
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a
of 3rd marble
cut one Then
2 1/2”fold
stripagain
to beand
used
latersave
in binding.
triangle.
press,
for use in the border.

From remainder of 3rd marble cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding.

tern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

Setting block
Boxed In

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

STRUCTIONS:

bric:
squares

Setting block
Boxed In

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:

Background fabric:
Four- 4” squares
squares from each color.

Marble fabric:
INSTRUCTIONS:Two - 4” squares from each color.

ound 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
t sides together. Then draw a line diagonally across square. Stitch
h side of line,
thenacut
on solid line.
Once opened
you and
will ahave
Place
background
4” background
square
marble 4” square on top of each
triangle4, trim
to
2
1/2”
square.
Make
2
sets,
you
will
have
a
total
other with right sides together. Then draw a line diagonally
across square. Stitch
e triangles. 1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line. Once opened you will have

two half square triangle4, trim to 2 1/2” square. Make 2 sets, you will have a total
of 8 half square triangles.

own, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished.
one from each color.
Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished.
Make 2 blocks, one from each color.

r of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares.
charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a
fold again and
press,
save forof
use
in the border.
From
remainder
marbles
cut ten - 5” charm squares.

Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a
r fabric cut one
2 1/2”Then
strip fold
to beagain
used and
laterpress,
in binding.
triangle.
save for use in the border.
From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding.
.

is pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

Setting block
Nine Patch

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

INSTRUCTIONS:

Setting block
Nine Patch

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

d fabric:
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
- 2 1/2” squares

Background fabric:
ic:
Eight
- 2color
1/2” squares
- 2 1/2” squares from
each

Marble fabric:
LY INSTRUCTIONS:
Five - 2 1/2” squares from each color

ASSEMBLY
INSTRUCTIONS:
s shown, block
will measure
6 1/2 unfinished. Make two, one from
Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished. Make two, one from
each color.

nder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares.
n 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a
hen fold again and press, save for use in the border.
From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares.
Take
the2 ten
charm
squares
and fold
corner to corner and press, you will have a
nder fabric cut
one
1/2”5”strip
to be
used later
in binding.
triangle. Then fold again and press, save for use in the border.
From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding.

This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

Setting block
Bow Tie

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

Setting block
Bow Tie

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

RUCTIONS:
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
:
Background fabric:
e
2 - 4” square
es
8 - 2” squares
uares
4 -2 1/2” squares

Marble fabric:
es, from each color.
1- 4” squares, from each color.
uares, from each 2color.
- 2 1/2” squares, from each color.

TRUCTIONS:
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:

d 4” background
and a marble
4” square
on topand
of aeach
Place asquare
background
4” background
square
marble 4” square on top of each
es together.other
Then
draw
a line
diagonally
square.
Stitch
with
right
sides
together. across
Then draw
a line
diagonally across square. Stitch
de of line, then
cut on solid
line. ofOnce
1/4 inch
each side
line,opened
then cutyou
on will
solidhave
line. Once opened you will have
angles, trimtwo
to ahalf
3 1/2”
square.
Make
2
sets,
you
will
have
square triangles, trim to a 3 1/2” square.a toMake 2 sets, you will have a totriangles. tal of 4 half square triangles.

ess on the two
1/2”
squares.
You
have2eight
square
Use2the
same
process
onwill
the two
1/2” half
squares.
You will have eight half square
2” squares. triangles. Trim to 2” squares.

are to one of
the sew
half asquare
triangle
units
Next
2” square
to one
of you
the half square triangle units you
ew two of those
units together
to two
make
3 1/2”
square.
just made.
Then sew
ofathose
units
together to make a 3 1/2” square.

of the blockAssemble
as shown,the
block
measure
rest will
of the
block as shown, block will measure
Make 2 blocks,
from eachMake
color.2 blocks, one from each color.
6 1/2one
unfinished.

marbles cut
ten -remainder
5” charm of
squares.
From
marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares.
arm squaresTake
and the
foldten
corner
to
corner
and and
press,
you
will have
a and press, you will have a
5” charm
squares
fold
corner
to corner
d again andtriangle.
press, save
for fold
use in
the border.
Then
again
and press, save for use in the border.

bric cut oneFrom
2 1/2”
strip to be
usedcut
later
remainder
fabric
onein2binding.
1/2” strip to be used later in binding.

ern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe
and canisnot
copied of
or Sew
reproduced
This pattern
thebe
property
Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

Setting block
Tick-tack-toe

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

Setting block
Tick-tack-toe

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

INSTRUCTIONS:
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:

fabric:
Background fabric:
square
4 - 3” square
/2” square
2 - 2 1/2” square
/2’ x 2 1/2” rectangles
8 - 1 1/2’ x 2 1/2” rectangles

c:
fabric:
square from Marble
each color
2- 3”from
square
each color
/2” x 2 1/2” rectangles
eachfrom
color
4 - 1 1/2” x 2 1/2” rectangles from each color

Y INSTRUCTIONS:
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
ground 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each
Place aThen
background
3” background
squaresquare.
and a marble
ght sides together.
draw a line
diagonally across
Stitch3” square on top of each
otherthen
withcut
right
sides line.
together.
draw
a line
across square. Stitch
ach side of line,
on solid
OnceThen
opened
you
willdiagonally
have
eachMake
side of
line, you
thenwill
cut on
solid
line.square
Once opened you will have
are triangles,1/4
triminch
to 2on1/2”.
4 sets,
have
8 half
two half square triangles, trim to 2 1/2”. Make 4 sets, you will have 8 half square
triangles.
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Geese block

unfinished 6 1/2” Block

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Background fabric:
4 - 2 1/2” square
6 - 3” squares
Marble fabric:
DIRECTIONS
1FINISHING
- 2 1/2” squares
from each color FOR LARGE QUILT
3 - 3” squares from each color
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
All they need to finish this quilt is the background
Place a background 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each
other with right sides together. Then
draw a line diagonally across square. Stitch
6 yds
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line. Once opened you will have
two half square triangles, trim to a 2 1/2” square. Make 6 sets, you will have a total of 12 half square triangles.

Assemble the rest of the block as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished.
Make 2, one from each color.

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares.
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a
triangle. Then fold again and press, save for use in the border.
From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding.
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FINISHING INSTURCTIONS
FINISHING INSTURCTIONS

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Background fabric:
G INSTRUCTIONS:
Cut 4 - 15 1/2” strips WOF and sub cut into eight 15 1/2” squares
d fabric:
Cut
- 5 sub
1/2”cut
strips
sub1/2”
cut into
four 5 1/2” x 16” and four
4 - 15 1/2” strips WOF 3and
intoWOF,
eight 15
squares
1/2”
x 6four
1/2”5 rectangles.
3 - 5 1/2” strips WOF, sub5cut
into
1/2” x 16” and four
2 - 8” strips - sub cut four 8” squares (cut once diagonally), cut six
5 1/2” x 6 1/2”Cut
rectangles.
7 1/2”
square
2 twice
diagonally)
2 - 8” strips - sub cut four 8”
squares
(cut(cut
once
diagonally),
cut six
Cut
8
4”
strips
from
four
strips
cut
four
4” x 25” strips and four 3 1/2” x
7 1/2” square (cut 2 twice diagonally)
16 1/2”
rectangles.
eight
1/2” 3x 1/2”
16 1/2”
8 - 4” strips - from four strips
cut four
4” x 25”Cut
strips
and3 four
x rectangles.
Cut 9 -Cut
2 1/2”
strips
forxfirst
border
16 1/2” rectangles.
eight
3 1/2”
16 1/2”
rectangles.
Cut
10
6
1/2”
strips
for
outer
border
9 - 2 1/2” strips for first border
10 - 6 1/2” strips for outer border
Assembly of Blocks:
of Blocks:
Place a 5 1/2” x 6 1/2” square on each side of a 6 1/2” pieced block (anyone of
choice
/2” x 6 1/2”your
square
on each side of a 6 1/2” pieced block (anyone of
e

Now place a 5 1/2” x 16” rectangle on each side as shown below
a 5 1/2” x 16” rectangle on each side as shown below

Now square your block down to a 15 1/2” square. Make two of these blocks.
e your block down to a 15 1/2” square. Make two of these blocks.

This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.
rn is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe.

Block assembly continued
Take the 8” squares that you have cut once diagonally and the 7 1/2” squares you
cut twice diagonally to make the next unit. Sew together as shown below. Make
two units with any of the pieced 6 1/2” blocks that you want. Trim blocks down so
that you have a 1/4” on each side (approximately 8 1/2” wide x 25” long.
end triangles are
from 7 1/2”
squares
side triangles are
from 8”
squares

Next on each side add a 4” x 25” background strip, then add the 3 1/2” x 16 1/2”
Square this unit down to a 15 1/2” x 30 1/2” rectangle. Make two units.

Block assembly continued
You will use three of the 6 1/2” pieced blocks to make each of these units. First
place 1 1/2” x 6 1/2” rectangle between two of the blocks. Then place a 1 1/2” x 6
1/2” rectangle on the bottom of one of the 6 1/2” pieced blocks, then sew a 7 1/2”
x 7 1/2” square to this unit. Sew these two units together. Next add the 3 1/2” x 16
1/2” rectangles to the side and top, you will need to trim off excess as you go.
Then square down to a 15 1/2” square. Make 4 units.

Take the 84 charms and press in half on dotted line and then again on dotted line as
shown below. This makes your prairie points.

Sew your quilt together in rows as shown on next page. Then add the inner 2 1/2 “
border. Next take your 84 prairie points and place them around the outside of quilt
pointing to the center and over lapping a small amount. I used 19 prairie points on
the top and bottom and 22 prairie points on each side. Pin in place and machine
baste. Then place your outside border on each side sew in place, then add your
top and bottom border. Press your border and prairie points toward the inside border to make your prairie points turn to your outside border.

inside pieced
blocks of quilt

inside
pieced
blocks of
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